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Ms. Brothers does a wonderful job of expanding the world she's created and adding interesting new characters to the mix. --Darque Reviews
This book has it all: danger, mystery, unexpected plot twists. The events of the book brought forward many unanswered questions and complications, and really
made me look forward to the next book. I can't wait. --Unmainstream Mom Reads Blog
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These are an absolutely fun read.
The character is 15yo, and it is probably really a 'tweens novel. The pace is lively and the comic wit of our main
fun girl is divine, and it's a good length. This de nitely avoids the frivolity and shallowness that comes with the
light 120 page read.
The novel remains very contemporary, with good supporting high-school action, good friends and a great array
of adults ranging from parents, school teachers, peers and grand parents. So, there's lots of variation in the book
that never leaves that sinking feeling with the unnerving need to skim. That's a big thing for me (and I'm sure I
don't have a short attention span).
There's good paranormal stu happening from astral travel, demons and magic. There's some kicking and
ghting action, romance with a to-die-for sex demon, and good old teenage mum problems.
Go it! If you like a fun teen novel this is it. I'd certainly recommend it to lovers of series The Mediator by Meg
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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No

Report abuse

good book
I enjoyed this book, good characters and story.
Published on November 25, 2014

cmvaldes
Review for entire series
I was given an omnibus edition of the Moonstone
series by the publisher in exchange for my honest
review. Read more
Published on July 16, 2013

Loni_Love618
Great read
Another great book. This time with a little more
action. Sorry to hear that Allow won't see Junior again.
I was rooting for them. But I do like Beck. Read more

Jessss

Published on April 10, 2013

very good
August 3, 2010
Format: Kindle Edition Veriﬁed Purchase

Jonel

Moon Rise is the second in the Unbidden Magic series. I really was impressed with the rst in this series. I
happened across and immediately was drawn into this new world. I was tired of the usual witch, vampire,
werewolf sagas that seemed to be over owing everywhere and this was a perfect escape. This follows a few
months where the last one left o . The main characters were back: Allie, Kizzy, Faye, the Trimarks; with the one
exception of Junior..which made me sad. I really liked Junior in the rst one and was sad for his absence. So, we
nd Allie is dealing with some major stress over her recent attack and the consequential death of a man who
wanted to kill her. She is drowning in it and has lost her powers on top of it. Plus, she now knows her father but
he's still basically absent unless he's talking to her about the moonstone. Slowly Allie learns to trust Beck and his
sister Nikki who are half demon children. It's touch and go at rst and I wasn't sure I was happy with the Junior
replacement, but in the end I really liked them as additions to the story.

Moon Rise
What a brilliant follow-up to Moonstone, and
extremely well written. There is enough background to
refresh the reader on what happened in Moonstone
(or to ll new readers in)... Read more
Published on March 21, 2013

Crystal Burns
Moon Rise is a great sequel!!

This addition to the series adds tremendously to the plot. You get to keep watching the current characters
develop and meet some new ones. I couldn't put it down. You are kept guessing like a good mystery as to who
the Trimarks are in this book and the suspense is addictive. A great read and I can't wait to read the third in the
series. I am trying to pace myself since the author is still writing the 4th in the series and there is supposed to be
5 total. Hopefully, it won't be too long for it to be ready too.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Sequel rocks!! All hail Allie Emerson...and Marilee Brothers!
September 9, 2009
Format: Paperback Veriﬁed Purchase
As someone who writes YA ction, I seem to gravitate towards reading it as well. In June as I left for the beach, I
tossed Moonstone into my bag, hoping to get a few pages in while soaking in the rays. Yeah, a few pages didn't
happen. I devoured the entire book...much to the aggravation of my beach companions. I LOVED it. Allie's voice is
dead on as a teenager, and her humor is dead pan. The world Ms. Brothers creates feels so real(trailer life, high
school hell) that you forget you're even reading fantasy.
So, I was thrilled to not have to wait long for the sequel. Once again, I planned a few pages before bed. I have to
blame Ms. Brothers for a poor performance at school the next day because I stayed up TOO late reading.
Like Moonstone, Moon Rise sucks you in. How can you not be sucked in when the rst page reveals there's a
serial ass pincher on the loose? Will the criminal go free, or will his ass pinching days come to an end? This is just
one of the many questions the reader faces. First, I was devastated to learn the hunky hearthrob and protector,
Junior Martinez, had gone away to Mexico. But the eye candy isn't missing. Enter Beck, a half demon and whole
hottie! Yeah, his twin sister can be a pain, but she's got some redeeming qualities as well.
Readmakes
more Moon Rise and the Unbiden Magic series so wonderful is the fact that the magic is woven into the
What
2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Published on March 1, 2013

1LilBadWolf

SteelMagnolia1017

Comment

First Thoughts
After reading Moonstone I was really looking forward
to its sequel! The rst book was slow, and even though
I like it I hoped that the second book with be...
Read more

Yes

No

Moon Rise
What can I say another great book in the unbidden
magic series! So many di erent ideas melding
together makes for an interesting plot and it seems to
be thickening. Read more
Published on February 20, 2013

My Cozie Corner {Book Reviews}
Must read
"Moon Rise" is the 2nd book in the 'Unbidden Magic'
series. Just as with the rst book, "Moon Rise" is lled
with magickal adventures that hook you from the
beginning and keep... Read more
Published on February 13, 2013
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Jwb52z
I can't wait for book 3
March 31, 2010
Format: Kindle Edition Veriﬁed Purchase
This book was wonderful as an example of the modern fantasy and young adult genre book. Granted, there were
a few typos and once I got the impression a character was misnamed because Miss Yeager seemed to be calling
herself at one point on the telephone. That's not a huge problem. Also, either in this one or Moonstone, a few
times it looked like Allie was calling the Trimarks "Tridents", but that could have been Allie playing dumb when
talking to a Trimark or a typo left over from an edit. I don't know, but it was ok. The one thing, other than the
identity of the Trimarks in this book, that only 75 percent surprised me really, is what happened to Junior
Martinez. I mean, that was totally unexpected for me in this genre of book. Ms. Brothers does a bang up job of
just the right amount of suspense lled with what I would say is a very accurate portrayal of a group of hormonal
https://www.amazon.com/Moon-Rise-Unbidden-Magic-2/dp/0982175698
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teenagers dealing with very extraordinary circumstances. The big question for me is this, "Will they ever catch a
Trimark to interrogate?". I hope so. I'm gladly awaiting, although I wish it would be faster, the release of book 3.
Comment
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